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“Over the past decade few people have emerged out of the Toronto sketch comedy scene with a style as 
genuine and cultivated as Jon Blair. Now More Than Ever is a rare part of the new normal you want to 
see more of.” 

- Parton & Pearl on Jon Blair’s Sketch Webseries “Now More Than Ever” 
 

“Sending up genre conventions as brilliantly and as originally as SCTV did decades before him, Blair has 
mastered the solo sketch format… I can’t wait to see what he does when the pandemic’s over.” 

- Now Magazine on “Now More than Ever: 2021” 
 

“My God, Toronto’s Jon Blair blew everyone’s minds. On a bill full of stand-ups, he performed a series of 
genius one-man sketches that left the room reeling… Just devastatingly funny and smart, Jon Blair is an 
ingenious revelation.” 

- Exclaim on Jon Blair at Halifax Pop Explosion 
 

“Solo sketch feels like it maybe shouldn’t work, but Jon Blair’s whole thing is making things that 
shouldn’t work work, so of course this show works. High-concept, thoughtfully constructed comedy that 
neither plays it safe nor relies too much on shock… Jon Blair’s set at Sketchfest was the best thing I saw 
with miles to spare before second place.” 

- My Entertainment World in Jon Blair at Toronto Sketchfest 

 

“Immediately I’m impressed that what he’s doing on stage is even possible. Blair continues to find the 
funny, the weird, and the absurd, but also gives us a touch of empathy for these bizarre characters and 
their shenanigans.” 

- The Way I See It on “Live From The Garbage” at the Halifax Fringe 
 

“Taking the familiar and turning it on its head is the mine from where Blair extracts his humour…The 
fast-paced joke density is perfect for those looking for crowd-pleasing sketch comedy by a seasoned 
comedy professional. 

- The Coast on “I’m Only One Man” at the Halifax Fringe 

 


